
Terms of Service for Artwork
Template Credit Prinxe Perier

Contact via note or email yennineyy@hotmaill.com

Twitter | Instagram

By commissioning me, you agree to these terms.

I. GENERAL TERMS OF AGREEMENT
- PAYPAL ONLY
- FULL PAYMENT IN EURO must be paid and cleared before I start your commission
-   Commission sketch, WIPs, and final renders will be sent to the contact info given (e.g. Twitter DMs,
email, etc.)
-   Major changes (such as posing, whole outfits, etc.) after the sketch has been approved will be
subject to extra charges. Please confirm all revisions BEFORE approving the sketch. I can change
colors at no additional charge.
-   If you post or use the commission anywhere, please credit and link
-   I reserve all rights to my artwork

● Payment
Regardless of the options chosen, the Commission will be paid before it is terminated. For
simple commissions (such as sketch, half body, simple coloring options, traditional
commissions) the payment will be fully paid before the Commission, and minor changes may
be applied.

Payment will be done through a PayPal link or email address I'll personally provide by
Direct Messages on Instagram through an invoice.

I DO NOT PROVIDE ANY KIND OF REFUNDS.

II. IMAGE COPYRIGHT AND GUIDELINES
1. I, the artist, retain full and exclusive rights to the original artwork. The client may not claim it

as their own or use it for anything other than personal use.

2. All commissioned artwork is for noncommercial purpose only unless discussed otherwise.
Redistribution of my artwork for use in printed merchandise or as promotion of goods, services or
social media pages is prohibited unless you have paid the additional commercial-use fee.

3. Vtuber Commission already inlcude the commercial fee in the price.

https://twitter.com/Yenaiiru
https://www.instagram.com/yenaiiru/


4. Conditions for Reposting

○ The client has my permission to repost the artwork where they would like, as long as
proper credit is given (a link back to my Instagram page is preferred) and my
watermark/signature remains intact and unaltered.

○ The artist may post the finished artwork as well.

5. Prohibited Actions

○ Altering my artwork in any way without asking for permission before hand, with the
exception of cropping the image for an icon or other use.

6. If these terms are broken, you will be privately blacklisted from commissioning me.

III. PAYMENT INFORMATION

1. I only accept payment in Euro. I will use Paypal Invoices only.

2. Non-payment within 48 hours when claiming the slot will result in the commission being cancelled.

3. The purchase is for the digital artwork, not prints.

4. By paying for this purchase (whether for an adopt or a commission), you agree you are the
cardholder of the card that's linked with this PayPal account. If by any chance, we receive a
chargeback because the purchase was not made by the cardholder, we take no responsibility over
it. It is not our responsibility to make sure you are the authorized cardholder or you are a parent
who carelessly let your child use your PayPal  account or credit/debit card.

5. It is the commissioner's responsibility to tell me when the payment has been sent.
Sometimes a payment will not fall through and I won't know about it. If you fail to tell me that
you've sent the payment within 48 hours - and I know I absolutely haven't received the payment -
then the 48 hour payment term applies to you.

6. Refund Policy

○ If the commission is cancelled (by me or the client) before work has started, then the
client will receive a full refund.

○ No refunds will be given once I’ve started your commission.

○ The artist reserves the right to cancel a commission at anytime, for any reason, and
without explanation.

IV. CONTACT AND COMMUNICATION

1. Discussion of commissions can be conducted via Twitter, Instagram DM or email
baomichuu@gmail.com

2. Visual Reference Guidelines

○ Client must provide at least one clear and concise visual reference; please
supplement the visual reference with any important information I may need to know
to correctly draw the character.

○ I can NOT work with a description of a character.

3. Additional Details and Characters: For any additional character the original prize will be added
to the costs. If the characters carries extra stuff (backpack, stuff toy etc.) you might charge extra
depending on the complexity

4. Commission prices: Here

https://baomichuu.wixsite.com/website


V. ALLOWED COMMISSION CONTENT

1. Below is a general guideline for what I will or will not draw. Please keep my art style in mind - I
usually simplify more complex parts of characters with my tiny chibi style.

2. Allowed Content

Human | Kemonomimi | Fanart | Girls | boys Game characters | Pokemon | Animals | Real life people
(only when it fits to my artstyle)

3. Disallowed Content

NSFW | Mecha | Furry/Anthro | Old People | Fetishes | overly detailed

Any sort of hateful content, such as racism, transphobia, homophobia, and characters with
Nazi/Soviet/etc. imagery or paraphernalia.

VI. WORKFLOW PROCESS

○ I work best when given some artistic freedom to create an image based on the characters you
provide. I am happy to match a scene or pose that you have in mind, but please allow and expect
some variation. If there is still some things you want me to change, tell me.

○ Estimated date to completion. Completion of most commissions are generally estimated to take
no more than roughly 1-3 months, it depends on the amount and the complexity of the
commissions I take. If there are any delays in completion of a commission, I will personally notify
the customer.

○ Certain deadline to completion. If you want me to finish your commission at a certain date you’ll
need to pay extra. The amount depends on the time I need finish and I would need to prioritize
your drawing over my other commissions.

○ (WIP) Work in progress. Commissioner can request WiP at any part of the process. Pls note that
my sketch WIPs does NOT match the final result of the commission, it’s only to show the concept
(expression/pose) that will be given to your requested character.

○ Revisions and edits. If the commission type includes a sketch approval stage, any major changes
or revisions must be made at this stage; this includes any significant changes to a character’s pose
or body shape, or redrawing parts of the image.

○ After the sketch has been approved, no major edits or changes will be made. If the
commissioner requests additional edits after the approved sketch, a price for the
edits may be discussed.

○ If I, the artist, make any errors in the character design, accessories, or any other
visual elements specified in the provided visual references, I will make these edits at
no additional cost.

Thank you for your interest in my artwork. Please don’t hesitate to ask any questions!


